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On February 8th 2010 the group Paavo releases its second record Cançó del Paó (Song
of the Peacock in Catalan). On the 26st of January the group start an extensive tour in
Sweden.
– There is nothing I want more than to spread the Paavo word, says Sofia Jernberg, one of
two bandleaders.
– The music Sofia and I write is in constant change, I can hear movement in different
directions in every tune, says Cecilia Persson, who is the other bandleader. The band then
makes the music become Paavo with everything that that implies, particularly when it comes
to improvisation, energy and sound.
On Cançó del Paó, the seven-piece band Paavo – backed by three guests – for the first time
makes a cover: O virgo miserere mei.
– Jazz meets music of the middle age in Paavo's way, says Sofia.
When Paavo’s debut record was released in 2007, the word was spread about an unknown
bird that flew in the Swedish jazz sky. Record label director and professor Joakim Milder had
previously claimed the band to be ”by far the brightest new appearance on the Swedish Jazz
scene”.
The much spoken of debut record with handsewn and numbered covers received many and
great reviews and was chosen as jazz record of the year by Swedish newspapers Dagens
Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet.
Reporters from near and far catched on with cameras, notebooks and pencils. Paavo received
Swedish national radio’s award ”Jazzkatten” in 2008, in the category "Group of the Year",
and Sofia has received the Royal Musical Academy’s jazz award.
Paavo thanked the Swedish establishment and took off out into the world. Besides clubs and
festivals in the Nordic countries, Paavo visited festivals in France, Belgium, Holland, Finland
and Ireland.
With help from the other musicians in the band, the group sound has further been developed
and Sofia and Cecilia have written new material.
That the record’s title is in Catalan is no coincidence, parts of the music on Cançó del Paó
accompanied a theater play in Barcelona.
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PAAVO – Cançó del Paó
1
Passage (Cecilia Persson & Sofia Jernberg)
2
These worlds are also games (Sofia Jernberg)
3
Grus blir guld blir grus
(Cecilia Persson & Sofia Jernberg)
4
Carved out (Sofia Jernberg)
5
Lilla (Cecilia Persson)
6
Visan (Sofia Jernberg)
7
Canter (Cecilia Persson)
8
O virgo, miserere mei
(Johannes Tinctoris & Publius Ovidius Naso)

PAAVO are: SOFIA JERNBERG - voice, CECILIA PERSSON - piano,
NILS BERG - tenor sax, clarinet & bass clarinet, THOMAS BACKMAN clarinet, alto- &
baritone sax, MARCELO GABARD PAZOS - alto sax, CLAS LASSBO - double bass,
GUSTAV NAHLIN - drums, xylophone & glockenspiel
GUESTS: EMIL STRANDBERG - trumpet, FREDRIK LJUNGKVIST - baritone sax,
ALBERTO PINTON - flute & bas clarinet
PRESS QUOTES:
"It is complicated, impudently difficult to play – but at the same time inviting, warm and
considerate."
/JOHANNES CORNELL, Dagens Nyheter
"The debut record is a minor sensation regarding composition, arrangements and sound
images.”
/DAN BACKMAN, Svenska Dagbladet
”There is a lust for experiment in their music that makes it take a step beyond the affected and
becomes something unique in Swedish jazz, with a voice and way of expression totally of its
own.”
/PATRIK BOSTRÖM, Norrländska socialdemokraten
"No group in new Swedish jazz sounds like this."
/LEIF CARLSSON, Lira
"The composers have achieved to write music that is both in a traditional way harmonically
attractive, yet challenging and characteristic."
/JAN-ERIK HOLMBERG, Hufvudstadsbladet
"Sometimes jazz groups appear that have something special and distinctive, which differ from
other kinds of music, - and which it often is risky to put a musical label on. The Swedish
septet Paavo is such a band."
/TOR DALAKER LUND, artistic director Kongsberg Jazz Festival
”Pretty yet eccentric melodies — part Joni Mitchell, part arty cabaret — bounce around
elaborate arrangements that combine the technical rigor of prog rock with extended free
improvisation. [...]the songs bring their disparate elements together in a way that makes any
argument against their compatibility moot.”
/PETER MARGASAK, Chicago Reader
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“Two young women made the biggest impression, Sofia Jernberg and Cecilia Persson from
the group “paavo”. They showed both courage and strength. In contrast to the quite often
introvert traditional jazz you feel welcome and invited as an audience. The traditional jazz is
going through a liberation with help of new young virtuosos.”
/ANNA F STRÖMBÄCK, Norbottenskuriren
“So beautiful record covers have not been seen since the 70’s. But still don’t think that these
two young musicians are superficial. On the contrary – their music is complex and
demanding.”
/LENNART STRÖMBÄCK, Artistic leader of Umeå Jazz festival
"Paavo, a whimsical septet from Sweden with vocalist Sofia Jernberg and pianist Cecilia
Persson as co-leaders, offered another dimension of Scandinavian jazz. Intermingling clarinet,
saxophone, drums, bass and xylophone, Paavo made discreet nods to Anthony Braxton and
Henry Threadgill with its fondness for marches, waltz and folky melodicsm."
/JOHN MURPH, Down Beat Magazine

TOURSCHEDUAL
26 jan kl 19:30, FOLKETS HUS, VÄNERSBORG
27 jan kl 20:00, PALLADIUM, VÄXJÖ
28 jan kl 19:30, DUNKERS KULTURHUS, HELSINGBORG
30 jan kl 21:00, PÅ G, FALKENBERG
03 feb kl 19:30, CRESCENDO, NORRKÖPING
04 feb kl 20:00, LJUNGKILEGÅRDEN, LJUNGSKILE
05 feb kl 19:30, SAGATEATERN, BORÅS
08 feb kl 20:00, FASCHING, STOCKHOLM
09 feb kl 19:30, FÄRGFABRIKEN NORR, ÖSTERSUND
10 feb kl 20:00, METROPOL, HÄRNÖSAND
11 feb kl 20:00, FOLKETS HUS, UMEÅ
12 feb kl 19:00, KRISTIANSTAD KONSERTHUS, KRISTIANSTAD
13 feb kl 20:00, LILLA VILLAGE, VÄSTERÅS
15 feb kl 13:00, CLINIC, MUSIKHÖGSKOLAN I MALMÖ (Sofia Jernberg & Cecilia
Persson)
15 feb kl 19:30, VICTORIATEATERN, MALMÖ
16 feb kl 19:30, JAZZHUSET JARLEN, HALMSTAD

For more information, tour-schedule, pictures, etc, please contact Found You Recordings.
+46 (0)70 215 37 39 info@foundyourecordings.net www.foundyourecordings.net
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